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A

SPECIAL

by J.

TRICATEGORY

V. MICHALOWICZ

1. Introduction. The concepts of subobject, quotient

object, one- to -one
mapping, onto mapping, embedding and quotient map play an important
role in many concrete categories. However, these notions are essentially
non-categorical; that is, they do not have a categorical (i,e, point-free)
definition which is valid for the general category. This paper is directed
toward obtaining a method for dealing with these concepts.
Various procedures have been adopted to handle this problem. At
one methodological extreme, attention is directed to one specific concrete
category and an effort is made to characterize, if possible, the non-categorical concepts with which one is concerned in point-free terms. This type
of investigation has been carried out for the category of uniform spaces
by J. R. Isbell [ 4] . At the other end of the spectrum lies the procedure
in which one axiomatically defines point-free concepts designed to reflect
the intrinsic properties of the non-categorical concepts.. The problem which
remains in applying the resulting theory to a given concrete category lies
in determining how closely the axiomatically defined concepts approximate
the intuitive concepts in that category. Of course, the
the axiomatic concepts

gories

which

in

plified by
Isbell
used

one

are

is

the notion of

defined is

manner

generally dependent

particularly interested.
bicategory as treated by

categorical

concepts

and, by developing

category, transforms the

categorical

ones.

The

a

Z.

system of

non-categorical

upon the

This method is

cateexem-

Semadeni E 8 1

[3] . An approach which lies somewhere between
by I. Heller [1]. This procedure begins with the

concrete

in which

and

is the method

intuitive

requirements

on

non-

the

characterizations into

resulting characterizations, furthermore, provide
general abstract

motivation for formulations of the intuitive concepts in the
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well-behaved abstract category mentioned

by Heller
[ 2 ] is the strongly pure tricategory with embeddings and quotients; this
notion is readily seen to be equivalent to the concept of JTK-category,
the letters J, T , and K denoting the classes of morphisms that constitute the tri-basis, formulated in this paper,.
Thus a JTK-category is essentially a tricategory with a tri-basis
satisfying Heller’s axioms which are designed to make J, T and K meaningful generalizations of the classes of embeddings, one-to-one onto mappings, and quotient maps, respectively.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the implications of
these axioms; that is, to delineate the extent to which the generalizations
retain the properties of their progenitors, and to develop the theory of JTKcategories. In the next section we define the JTK-category and discuss
some
immediate consequences. Section 3 studies some categorical concepts in JTK-categories and Section 4 introduces the concept of semiexact JTK-category. Section 5 discusses products and coproducts and Section 6 considers the notions of projectivity and injectivity in JT K- categories. Various examples are given in Section 7.
We shall draw upon the basic concepts of category theory as given
in Mitchell [ 7 1 and Semadeni [8]. The classes of monomorphisms,
epimorphisms, bimorphisms, retractions, coretractions, isomorphisms and identity morphisms in a category C will be denoted by M, E, B, R, C, S,
and I, respectively. We generally indicate that a morphism belongs to one
of these classes by using a lower case letter; that is, m means m E M ,
category.

etc..

the

The

most

The notation

product

AD = {a d

of classes of

The papers of
vation
M

and in

I

a E A, d E D and a d is defined} for

morphisms in C

Heller [ 1, 2 ]

supplying

denotes the class of

our

are

will also be used.

prerequisite

notation for

one-to-one

a

mappings

concrete

in

e’,

in

providing

moti-

e’;

e.g.,

category

E the

onto

mappings,

mappings, M° the identity injections of subobjects
into their parent objects, E° the class of natural projections of objects

B

the

onto

of

one-to-one onto

their

quotient

quotient objects,

P the class of

maps.
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embeddings,

and

Q

the class

We list

some

properties

essential results for

of the classes of

C’,

to

which
in the

morphisms

we

will later compare the

JTK-category .

assumptions on C’ studied in [1] are repeated here for future reference, as is a result summarizing the consequent pointwise descriptions..

Some of the

( A2 ) i.)
ii.)

(A3) L)
ii.)

(A5) i.)

objects in C’ and X
then the identity injection m° : X - Y
If X and Y are objects in e’ and Y
of X, then the natural projection e ° :
If X and Y

I m I is
Coim (e I
Im

If

f

then

ii.)

If f
then

and

f

are

object in C’ for
is an object in e’

= m° h

have

for some h

and e ° have

f=

common

geo for

common

some

If m E M , then

m = g b

ii.)

If ee E , then

e

P ROPOSITION A.

is

= b h

of

Y,

quotient object
Y is in e’.

for all eE: E.

codomain
in

and Im

|f| = Im |m°|,

C’.

C’.
where

geM.

where be E.

If C’ satisfies ( A2, 3, 5, 9, ) then
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a

X -

domain and Coim

g in

(A9) i.)

is

suboject
in e’.

a

all m E M .

an

m°

is

|f| = Coim e 0

2. Axiomatic description of the JTK-category. A category Q will be called

JT’K-category if there
the classes I, K, L,
a

is

a

morphisms in Q
morphisms defined by

class

N of

such that T and

T of

implies g E M

and t

h E E and

implies

Si

E

t E S}

implies g E M}
implies h E E}
satisfy

the

conditions:

following

implies f E B}.
,

Every morphism f in (t has

(T7)

unique

to

up

under the law of

in

composition

(1.

representation f = j tk which is
isomorphism; that is, if f = j1 t1 k1 , then j1= js,
a

k1=s1k, and t1=s-1ts1.
Observe the notational devices used

Clearly ,

( T3 )

is

not a

whereas ( T1 ) and

as

indicators; e.g. , t

definition of the class T but

( T2 ) provide definitions for the

E

T, t1 E T,

etc..

requirement on it,
classes J , K, L and
a

Evidently, J C L C M, K C N C E , and T C B . It should
that the implications that g EM and h E E are redundant.

N.

be noted in

( T1 )

tricategory with tri-basis (j, T, K)
which satisfies some additional assumptions intended to make T an abstraction of the class of one-to-one onto mappings B, j an abstraction
of P, the class of embeddings, K of Q, the class of quotient maps, L of
M, the class of one-to-one mappings, and N of E, the class of onto mappings. Proposition A at once presents motivation for these additional
axioms and provides the basis for constructing many examples of JTKcategories.
The

We

JTK-category

want

phisms retain
tegory. First

to

be

sure

the desired

we note

is then

a

that these

properties of
that the classes J

JTK-categorical
their progenitors in
and K
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are

dual,

classes of
the

as

concrete

are

morca-

L and N ,

Obviously, S CT, S CJ, S CK and all of the classes
T L n N
are closed under isomorphisms. As should be expected, we have
and J n N = S = K n L. It can also be verified that L = JT, N = T K and
L and N are closed under composition. That the JTK-categorical classes
of morphisms satisfy the first half of the list of properties of their progenitors in the concrete category given in Section 1 can now be readily
established; the remaining properties also carry over to the JTK-category,
and

T is self-dual.

=

as

will be noted in the

next

section.

JT K-categorical classes of morphisms are appropriate
abstractions of the corresponding non-categorical classes. Therefore,
in the special type of tricategory herein called the J TK-c ategory, the
concepts of embedding, quotient map, one-to-one mapping, onto mapping
and one-to-one onto mapping have point-free abstractions and hence can
be discussed categorically. There are a large number of categories for
which a JTK-categorical structure can be defined; some examples are given in the last section of this paper. Since the non-categorical concepts
with which we are concerned are of the greatest interest in categories
which are topological rather than algebraic, the emphasis of this paper
will be on categories of a topological nature.
We further note that every JTK-category can be made into a bicategory with either (f, N) or (L, K) as the di-basis..
Thus

3.

the

Categorical

concepts in the JTK-category. Many of the concepts in-

troduced in the category

based

the

underlying specification that
an object A is a subobject of an object A’ iff there is a monomorphism
from A to A’ and that an object A" is a quotient object of an object A
iff there is an epimorphism from A to A". The JTK-category is a tricategory, so the underlying notions of subobject and quotient object are based on j and K instead of on M and E; since j and K are abstractions
of the classes of embeddings and quotient maps, these notions will in
general closely approximate the intuitive notions and will also guide us
in our investigation of special properties of categorical concepts in the JTKcategory. In this paper we shall mention only a few of the fundamental
results in this investigation; a complete discussion can be found in [5] .
are

on
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Dual

results

will

be

left unstated.

categorical concepts which are monomorphisms become morphisms in j in the JTK-category, thus corresponding to the underlying
JTK-categorical notion of subobject. Examples are the equalizer and the
intersection of any family of morphisms in J. However, this does not
always occur; when it doesn’t, we define a new JTK-categorical concept
and relate it to the associated categorical concept.. For instance, the image of a morphism has not to be in J (as can be seen in any J TK-category
in which S =1= T), so we give the following definition in the J TK-category:
a morphism u: A" -A, is called a J-image of 1: A-A’ if u E J, if f = u f’ for
for some g . Clearly,
some f 1: A-A " and if, whenever 1= j h , then u = j g
the J-image is unique up to isomorphism. The dual concept is labelled the
K-coimage. That these are the natural concepts in the JTK-category follows from the fact that for a morphism f with the decomposition 1= j t k,
j is the J-image and k is the K-coimage. The i-image of a morphism is
the J-image of its image (when the image exists) so the image and J-image of a morphism are the same iff that image is in J. Among the results
Some

readily are those evolved from the remainder of the properties of the concrete category, in Section 1. Also the union of morphisms
in J has not to belong to j (an example can be found in the JTK-category of topological spaces), so we again define a new concept, called the
J-union, in the natural way. The J-union is unique up to isomorphism and
is given by the J-image of the union (when the union exists) .
which

now

follow

Various

statements

of

involving these concepts
the J-union is the J-union

can

now

J-images, the
inverse image of the intersection is the intersection of the inverse images.
Now let us consider a JTK-category with a zero object Zo . Since
RCK and CCJ, the unique morphism from Z. into A is in j and the unique morphism from A into Zo is in K, for each object A. Kernels are
in j and cokernels in K, so it is natural to define J-normal (K-conormal)
JTK-categories as those in which every morphism in J is a kernel (every
morphism in K is a cokernel). It is immediate that a J-normal JTK-category is normal iff M = J , and it follows that,if a JT K-category is normal or
shed ; e.g., the J-image
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of the

be establi-

conormal, then it is balanced and the JTK-categorical classes reduce to
the corresponding categorical classes of morphisms. As examples of results which are valid in a J-normal JTK-category we include the statements that J n E = S and that, if the JTK-category also has cokernels,
then the J-image of a morphism is the kernel of its cokernel.
4. Semi-exact
if it is
a

J-normal

look

ples

JTK-categories.

at two

and

to

We define

a

JTK-category

to

be semi-exact

and K-conormal with kernels and cokernels. First

JTK-categories ,which. serve to provide
illustrate the structure of the JTK-category.
finite

Category

we

take

counterexam-

Objects: X= {1, 2, 3},

(11:

Y={1, 2},
z= {1},

V=({1, 2},{3}}.
Morphisms:

see

Table I .

Composition of morphisms: Usual composition of mappings. As
we have just formulated it, the objects of
Q1 are considered as sets, and
the morphisms as mappings. However, if X is given the topology with
X, 0, {1, 3} and {2} as the open sets, Y and Z the discrete topology,
V the indiscrete topology, and 1, 1, 1, and {1, 2} are taken as the distinguished points of X, Y, Z and V, respectively, then the morphisms
in Table I are precisely the continuous mappings which preserve distinguished points, so that Q1 can be viewed as a full subcategory of the category of topological spaces with distinguished points. Q1 is a JTK-category with S=I, T = B = S U {h12}, L = M and N = E, which is jnormal with kernels and cokernels, but is not K-conormal since h 30 E K
Law

of

but is

not a

cokernel.

JTK-category Q2 is the subcategory of Q1 obtained
by eliminating the morphisms h24 and h30. I t can be shown that (1 2 is
a
semi-exact J T K- category with S = I, T= B U {h12}, L = M, and
N = E . Details are provided in [5].
For a semi-exact JT K-category Q there is for each object A a
The second

one-to-one

in j

correspondance

between the

with codomain A and the

equivalence classes of morphisms
equivalence classes of morphisms in K
427

Table 1
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with each

domain A , obtained by associating

with

equivalence

class of

equivalence class of the cokernel of any representative. This leads to a one-to-one correspondance between all the equivalence classes of morphisms in J and all the equivalence classes of morthe

morphisms in j

phisms
is

a

in K.

a

skeleton of

K.

and 9 in K whereas in

and cokernels but is

J but

not

Q1,

which

semi-exact, there

Q2

there

are

9

mor-

is j-normal and has kerare again 9 morphisms

10 in K.

A sequence

of

morphisms
I.

a

JTK-category there
morphisms from J and those
JTK-categories for each of

skeleton of itself and in the semi-exact

a

phisms in j
nels

semi-exact

correspondance between the
This is conspicuous in our finite

these is

in

a

one-to-one

from

in

Therefore, in

semi-exact

JTK- category

J-image of f i for
semi-exact JTK-category

is the

f.

I.

each

is called semi-exact if the kernel
i

.This is weaker than

but stronger than the order

exactness

two

of fi+1
in the

property. We

can

show that
is semi-exact iff /6 L ,

It follows
so

that,

fEN,

is semi-exact iff

fET,

in any semi-exact

the tri-basis is.

exact

is semi-exact iff

JT K- category, L M, N = E,
unique. Furthermore, it can be verified that

JTK-category

has finite

and T

=

B

the semi-

J-unions.
balanced semi-exact

JTK-category in which
the JTK-categorical classes of morphisms are just the corresponding categorical classes. Hence the usual categorical classes of morphisms provide the desired abstractions in exact categories. Further, the concept
Any

exact

category is

=

a

of semi-exact
of
are

a

JTK-category is an important one. We have
semi-exact JTK-category which is not exact, viz..

more

interesting

such

examples,

seen one

Q2

example

and there

e.g., the category of abelian

topolo-

gical groups, which is also an additive category with products. Many theorems for exact categories, such as
diagram lemmas and isomorphism theo429

rems,

be

can

JTK-category (see [6]); the
two structures lies in the three-part decompothe semi-exact JTK-category as opposed to the

for the semi-exact

generalized

difference in the

principal

sition of each

morphism in
decomposition in the

two-part

5. Product and

coproduct.

exact

category.

In this section

will obtain

generalization
in the JTK-category of the Embedding Lemma of point-set topology. Suppose
{fl : A’ -&#x3E; Al |l E ^} is a family of morphisms in a J T K- c ategory and assuthat the

me

exists. Then there is

evaluation

a

=

such that

map)

a

X Ax with projections {p l : A"’AÀ |l E
unique morphism f : A’-A (the generalization of

A

product

we

for all lE^. We wish

pl f = fl

to

determine

^}
the
un-

der what conditions

f E j, the abstraction of the class of embeddings.
We call a family of morphisms {fl: A’-&#x3E; Al |l E ^} in a category
an M-family (monic family) if, for every pair of morphisms g, g’ with
codomain A’, fl g = f l g’ for all X implies g = g’. For example, the family of
projections for a product is an M-family as is the family {h1, h2} in the
pullback diagram
7-

It follows

that in any category the

morphism f under consideration

M iff {fl I XEAI is M-family.
A family of morphisms {fl : A’ -&#x3E; Al I l E ^}

in

is

an

called
written

ly

readily

J-family

a

as fÀ = gÀ t

and t

E

if it is

M- family

an

for all X where t

S. This definition is

which defines

( fx ) Xe A)

is

bedding Lemma;
The

J.
a

We

can

i-family.

note

that

E

T,

the

just

then prove

This is the

our

a

JTK-category

that, whenever

each

then (gl) |l E ^}

is

fx
an

can

is

be

M-fami-

generalization of that part of (Tl)
that the morphism f is in J iff
desired generalization of the Em-

condition is in fact necessary and sufficient.

derivation of the basic

and L-families (obvious

such

in

definition)

properties
will be left

other

of

M-families, J-families,

to

the reader. However,

important properties concerning products should be pointed out.
known, for a family of morphisms {fl : A’l -&#x3E; A’l I XEAI in a category
where the products
X A l and X A’l exist, that X fx E M if each
two

It is

430

JTK-category it can be shown that X1 fx E J if each F l E J;
in other words, if Al is a subobject of A’l for each l, 3 then X AÀ is
a
subobject of X .4’x. Another set-theoretic result which generalizes
for the JTK-category is as follows.. Suppose {jl : Al -&#x3E; A’l) I ÀE A} is a family of morphisms in j in a JT K-category where the products A = X A À
with projections {pl : A -&#x3E; Al I l E A } and A’ = X A"x with projections
{ql : A’ -&#x3E; A’lI l E A} and the inverse images q-4 l (Al) all exist. Then
XE A)
X jÀ: A - A’ is the intersection for the
and so we can write A = X
Al = fl qi 1( AX).

IÀEM.

In the

family [jl : ql (Al) -&#x3E; Ae|

6. K-projective and J-injective
will be called

K-projective

objects.

if for every

An

object
diagram

P

in

a

JTK-category

h : P-A which makes the

diagram commute. An object with the dual property will be called J-injective. Obviously every
projective object is K-projective and every injective object is J-inj ective.
The converse is not true; for example, the object V in the semi-exact
JTK-category Q2 is K-projective but not projective.
The analogues of many properties of projective objects hold for
K-projective objects in the JTK-category. For example, a retract of a Kprojective objects is K-projective; the coproduct of K-projective objects is
K-projective, and conversely, if the JTK-category has a zero object. Also
we can show that, if the JTK-category is semi-exact and has
K-projectives,
then it has K-projective resolutions for each of its objects.
Defining the concepts of separator and generator much like in [81
except that only categorical, rather than bicategorical, notions are used,
and using the concepts of basic free object and basic direct object in [8] ,
we arrive at two versions of the Universality Theorem, one for any category and one for the JTK-category, analogous to that proved by Semadeni
for the bicategory.
there is

a

morphism

THEOREM.

object

F is

Suppose the category
projective. Then

C

has
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free objects

and the basic

free

Every free object is projective.

1.)

2. ) For each object A in C there is

cardinal number

a

a

and

a

epimorphism e : F-A.
3.) An object P is projective iff there is a retraction r : A-P
where A is a free object.
4.) An object P is projective iff for each object A’ every epimorphism e : A’-&#x3E;P is a retraction.
an

Suppose the JTK-category (1 has free objects and that the
free object F is strict and K- projective. Then
1.) Every free object is K-projective.
2.) For each object A in (1 there is a cardinal number a and a mor-

THEOREM.

basic

a

F- A in K.

phism k :
3. ) An object
re
An

4.)

K-projective i f f there is a retraction r : A-P wheA is a free object.
object P is K-projective iff for each object A’ every k : A’-&#x3E;P
P is

is a retraction.

As

a

consequence,

we

see

which the basic free

that in

a

is strict

object
K-projectivity coincide.

jectivity

and

likewise

be noted.

6.

Examples.

We’ll

Im

IfI

one-to-one onto

look

JTK-category
and projective

with free

The duals

these results should

to

objects

in

the concepts of pro-

few

examples of JTK-categories; construction of various concepts in these J?’K-categories are provided in [5].
The category S of all sets and mappings is a JT’K-category with
T=B=S=B, J=L=M=M, and K=N=E=E. Each morphism f ; A -A ’
has the representation 1= j t k where k : A -&#x3E; Coim |f| is the
projection
onto the quotient
set, j : 1m |f|-&#x3E;A’ is the inclusion map, and t : Coim ,|f| -&#x3E;
is the

quivalence
nonempty
any

is

at a

by t ( [a]) = f (a) for each eis projective and every
1ft. Every
injective; any one-element set is a basic free object and

class

set

now

two-element

[a]

set

is

mapping

defined

in Coim

a

set

basic direct

object; every
direct object. Both

is

free

object and
cardinality 2 a is a
versions of the Universality Theorem are applicable, and the notions of K-projectivity and J-injectivity coincide with those of projectivity and injectivity.
every

set

of
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set

a

category 5

The

of

with T = B

becomes

spaces and continuous

topological

B, L

M = M, N = E

mappings

E, j the class

a JT’K-category
embeddings and K the class of quotient maps. Each morphism f has
the «j t k» representation as in the preceding example, if Coim I f I is given the quotient topology and Im | fI the relative topology. An object in
this category is projective iff it is discrete and injective iff it is nonempty
and indiscrete; any single-element space is a basic free object and any
two-element indiscrete space is a basic direct object. The first version
of the Universality Theorem is applicable, but not the second, since the
basic free object is not a strict generator; likewise for the duals. It can
be shown that the notions of projectivity and K-projectivity coincide in
this JTK-category; on the other hand, Sierpinski space gives an example
of a J-injective object which is not injective.
The next example of a JTK-category is that constructed from the
category of topological spaces with distinguished points and continuous
mappings which preserve the distinguished points. The JTK- categorical
structure is like that of the preceding example and the discussion of projectivity and injectivity is the same except that the basic free object is
any two-point discrete space. Any single-point space is a zero object in
this category. It is easily verified that this is a J-normal JTK-category
(but not a normal category) with kernels and cokernels; it is not K-conormal.
=

=

of

The
is

an exact

category §

of all abelian groups and group

category and thus

categorical

classes of

a

morphisms

are

homomorphisms

in which the

balanced

JTKJTK-category
the
just
corresponding categorical

classes.
Next

gical

category P

of

pathwise

connected

spaces with

preserve the

example,
cylinder
cylinder
define

consider the

topolocontinuous
and
points
distinguished
mappings which
distinguished points. In this category E = E and M§M; for
orthogonal projection of a helix wound on a right circular

we

a

the

in three-dimensional space
in the

xy-plane
J?’K- categorical

sumption (A9 i.)

onto

the circular cross-section of the

monomorphism which is not one-to-one.
structure on T we use Proposition A, where

is

is verified

a

as

follows:
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Suppose

m :

(X, x0) -&#x3E; (Y, y0)

To
as-

is

a

monomorphisms
X with

m(x1) = m(x2)

underlying

set

both

gical

which is

not one-to-one.

where say

the space X

x1 # x2.

by taking

Then there
VUe define

those open

points x1 # x2 in
new topology on the

are
a

sets

in X which contain

and x 2 or neither of x 1 and x 2 and denote the resulting topolospace by X’. Then (X’,xo) is a pathwise connected topological space

x

1

distinguished point xo. Thus m = g f where f:(X,xo)-(X’,xo), defined by f(x) = x, is in B and g:(X’,xo)-(Y,yo) is defined by g(x)=m(x).
Now g is a morphism which is not in M for if h : (X, x0) -&#x3E; (X’, x0) is defined by h(x) = x for x 4 x 1 and h(x 1) = x 2 , then h # f but g h = g f. Therefore, 9’ becomes a JTK-category with T = B, L = M, N = E = E, i the
class of embeddings and K the class of quotient maps. Note that it follows from (A9) that, since E = E, M is the class of pure monomorphisms
in P. This JTK-category is J-normal and has products, cokernels, coequalizers, cointersections and coimages.
A further example is the JT K-category obtained from the category
n of uniform spaces and uniformly continuous functions. In this category
with

we

have M = M and

EG

E since

a

uniform space (as in

in the uniform

[4])

is Hausdorff

topology so that any morphism the image of which is dense in
its codomain is epimorphic. Again we use Proposition A to obtain a JTKcategorical structure for R. Using the uniform subspaces as the intuitive subobjects of a uniform space 03BCX and the quotient spaces 03BCX/R
where R is a uniform relation as the intuitive quotient objects, we easily check assumptions (A2, 3, 5) since the relation determining Coim I fI
is a uniform relation. The verification of (A9 ii.) proceeds as follows: Suppose e : 03BCX -&#x3E; VY is an epimorphism which is not onto; so e(X)C Y and
X # 0. Then v[e(X)] and v[Y- e(X)] are uniform subspaces of vY. Let
lZ = v[e(X)] @v[Y-e(X)] be their coproduct (i.e., disjoint union); so a
covering for XZ is uniform iff its inverse images under the injections
u1 : v[e(X)] -&#x3E; l Z and u2 : v[Y- e(X)] -&#x3E; lZ are uniform coverings. Then
e = f h wh ere f : Z -&#x3E; vY, defined by f(z) = z, is in B and h:,4X-XZ i s
the morphism defined by h(x) = e(x). Now h is not an epimorphism, for
f1: lZ -&#x3E; vY, define.d by f1 (z) = z for z E e(X) and f1 (z) = t, where t i s some
fixed element in e(X), for z E Y- e(X), is a morphism with f1 # f and
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fl h = fh. Therefore,

becomes

a

JTK-category

with T = B, L = M = M ,

quotient maps. It
follows from (A9) that E is the class of pure epimorphisms in 31 as has
already be noted by Isbell. It is easily seen that this JTK-category has
equalizers, pullbacks, inverse images, finite intersections, and J-unions
for every family of morphisms in J.
tv = E,

class of

J the

In

a

similar way

spaces and continuous
N

=

ce

E, J the class of

again

embeddings

we

can

show that the category

P2

of Hausdorff

mappings is a JTK-category with T = B,
embeddings and K the class of quotient

E is the class of pure

It is

and K the class of

epimorphisms

that this introduction

in

L

= M = M,

maps;

on-

5’2 -

JTK-categories will stimulate interest in the subject. Many important questions remain to be answered. For example, is the jTK-categorical structure unique in any sense
(if it exists) in a given category? Further investigation of semi-exact JTKcategories and the study of functors on JTK-categories are immediate areas of future research. The construction of many additional examples of
JTK-categories will play an important role in this discussion.
hoped

I wish

to
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thank Professor I.Heller for his continued encouragement
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